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1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper,  a new fixed point result of the author [1,2] will be used to establish an existence 
principle for the problem 
A y + f ( t ,  y) = O, on ~, 
y = 0, on 0i'/. (1.1) 
Throughout  this paper,  ~ will be a bounded domain in R n, n ~_ 3, with a C 1'1 boundary  01~, 
and f will be a real valued function defined on 12 × R.  It is worth remarking here that  the ideas 
of this paper  could be extended so that  the problem 
L y + f ( t ,  y) = O, on f~, 
y = 0, on (9f~, 
could be discussed; here L is a linear second-order elliptic differential operator.  Throughout  his 
paper,  q E (n/2, oo) is fixed. Let 
{u E w2'q(f~) A W(~'q(f/) : A u E LP(~) with p > q) .  x~(a) 
Equip Xp(f~) with the norm IluHxp(a) = [[ullp + IIA ullp (here u e Xp(f l)) .  
REMARKS. 
(i) Notice we allow p e [q, oo]. 
(ii) The notat ion used in this paper is standard; see [3-7]. 
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A function y : 12 ~ R is said to be a strong solution to (1.1) if y • Xp(12) with for a.e. 
t • 12, one has A y(t) + f(t ,  y(t)) = O, and y satisfies the boundary condition. Problem (1.1) has 
been discussed extensively in the literature; see [4-6] and their references. Recently [4,6] some 
very general existence results have been established for (1.1) using a fixed point result of Arino, 
Gautier and Penot. In this paper, by using a new fixed point result [1,2], we are able to establish 
immediately a very general existence principle for (1.1); our results include those in [4]. Finally, 
we state the fixed point result [1,2] which will be used in this paper. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let E = (E, [[. [[) be a reflexive Banach space with E* (the dual orE)  separable. 
Suppose C is a dosed bounded convex subset of E, and Q is a closed convex subset of C with 
0 E Q. Also, assume F : Q --+ C is a weakly sequentially continuous and a weakly compact map. 
In addition, suppose 
if {(xj,Aj)}j°°__ 1 is a sequence in Q x [0,1] with xj --~ x, Aj --~ A and 
(1.2) 
x = AF(x), 0 < A < 1, then AjF(xj) • Q for j sufficiently large 
is satisfied. Then F has a fixed point in Q. 
REMARK. We note here that the condition that F : Q ~ C is a weakly compact map is redundant 
in the statement of Theorem 1.1 (since in fact F : Q -+ C is a weakly continuous map (see ideas 
in Theorem 2.1) and Q is weakly compact). 
2. EX ISTENCE PR INCIPLE  
In this section, we use Theorem 1.1 to establish our existence principle. As a result to show 
existence of solution to (1.1), we need only establish a priori bounds for an appropriate family 
of problems. 
We assume throughout his section that f : 12 x R --* R is an LP-Carathdodory function 
(p > q); by this we mean: 
(C1) for almost every t • 12 the map z H f(t ,  z) is continuous; 
(C2) for every z • R the map t ~-* f(t ,  z) is measurable; 
(C3) for any r > 0 there exists hr • LP(12) with If(t, z)[ <_ hr(t) for a.e. t • 12 and z • R. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let f be an Lv-Carathdodory function, p > q. In addition, suppose there is a 
constant Mo, independent of A, with 
Ilyllx~(~) ~ M0, (2.1) 
for any solution (strong) y to 
Ay+Af ( t ,y )  =0,  one,  
y = O, on 012, (2.2)x 
for each A E [0, 1). Then (1.1) has at least one solution. 
PROOF. Let E = L¢(12) and 
Q = {u • Lq(12) : u • LP(12) and Ilullq ~< M01121" + 1}; 
here a = 1/q if p • oo and a = (p - q)/pq if p • [q, ~) .  Notice Q is a weakly compact subset 
of E since Q is a closed, bounded and convex set (recall a subset of a reflexive Banach space 
is weakly compact iff it is closed in the weak topology and bounded in the norm topology). 
Let ¢ : Xp(12) --~ .U'(12) be the operator defined by ¢(u) = - -Au for u • Xp(12). Now [5, 
Theorem 9.15, p. 241] implies that ¢ is a one-to-one operator from Xp(12) onto Lv(12). For 
u • LP(12) and t • f~ let 
G(u)(t) = f (t, ¢- l (~t ) ( t ) )  . 
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Our strategy is to find a fixed point u E IF(f/) to 
u = A G(u); (2.3)~ 
here G : LP(i2) - ,  (LP(~) C_)La(f~). To show G has a fixed point (i.e., to show (2.3)~ has a 
solution) we apply Theorem 1.1. First, we show G : Q --, Lq(gt) is weakly sequentially continuous. 
Let xn be a sequence in Q with xn ~ x in Lq(f~). Using [5, Lemma 9.17, p. 242] we have that 
~)-- l (zn) ~ ~)--l(z) in w2'q(~'~). 
REMARK. In addition to [5], we used the facts: 
(i) that a weakly convergent sequence in a normed space is bounded, and 
(ii) if a Cauchy sequence in a metric space has a convergent subsequence then the sequence 
itself converges to the same limit. 
The Rellich-Kondrachov Theorem [3, Theorem 6.2, Part III, p. 144] guarantees (notice q > n/2 
so the imbedding W 2,q (12) --~ C(~) is completely continuous) that {¢-  1 (xn) } converges to ¢ -  1 ix ) 
in C(~). Now (C1) implies {G(xn)} converges to G(x) a.e. in ~ and (C3) implies for a.e. t E 12 
that there exists h E LP(~) with IG(xn)(t)l < h(t). The Lebesgue dominated convergence 
theorem implies 
lim G(xn) -- G(x) in (LP(~) and hence in)Lq(~). (2.4) 
n-- -cOO 
Thus, G(xn) ~ G(x) in Lq(~). 
REMARK. It is of interest o recall that the Lebesgue dominated theorem is valid for sequences 
but not for nets. 
We now show G : Q ~ Lq(~) is a weakly compact map. First, we claim G : Q ~ Lq(~) is 
weakly continuous. If the claim is true, then since Q is weakly compact we have that G(Q) is 
weakly compact so G : Q -* Lq(~) is a weakly compact map. It remains to prove the claim. The 
result is immediate from [8, p. 93]; for completeness, we supply a proof. Let A be a weakly closed 
subset of Lq(~). We first show G- I (A)  is weakly sequentially closed in Q (recall a subset M is 
weakly sequentially closed if whenever xn E M, for all n E N and xn --~ x, then x E M). Let 
Yn E G- I (A)  and y~ ~ y. Then G(yn) ~ G(y). Now G(yn) E A and A weakly closed implies 
G(y) E A, i.e., y Ei G- I (A).  Consequently, if A is a weakly closed subset of Lq(~), we have that 
G - I (A)  is weakly sequentially closed. Now since Q is weakly compact, we have G -1 (A) w weakly 
compact. Let x E G- I (A )  TM. The Eberlein Smulian Theorem [9, Theorem 8.12.4, p. 549] implies 
that there exists a sequence xn E G- I (A)  with xn ~ x. Since G- I (A)  is weakly sequentially 
closed we have x E G- I (A) .  Thus, G- I (A)  w = G-I (A)  so G- I (A)  is weakly closed. Thus, 
G : Q --* Lq(~) is weakly continuous and so G : Q -~ Lq(~) is a weakly compact map. 
Finally, we need to show (1.2) is true so that we can apply Theorem 1.1. Take a sequence 
{(Xj, )tj)}7__ 1 in Q x [0,1] with Aj --* A and xj ~ x with x = A G(x), 0 < A < 1. We need to show 
Aj G(xj)  E Q for j sufficiently large. Since xj --- x, we have (as in (2.4)) that G(xj) ~ G(x) in 
Lq(~), i.e., 
n - dt - ,  o. 
Then given e > 0 (say e < 1/3) there exists j0 E {1, 2 . . . .  } with 
IIc(x .)ll  < IIC(x)ll  + for # Jo. (2.5) 
Also x = AG(x), so with u = ¢-1(x)  we have that u satisfies Au  + f i t ,  u) = 0 a.e. on f/, u -- 0 
on Of~. By hypothesis, we have ]]uilxp(• ) _< M0 and so ]]~b(u)iip _ M0. Consequently, Iixlip _< M0 
and so Hhlder's inequality implies 
Ilxll  Ilxlloo I~1 (l/q) ~ io  I~1 (l/q) = i o  IS-ZI% if p = 
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and 
Ilxllq < Ilxll~ IOl (p-q)/pq < Mo I~1 (p-q)/~ = Mo I~1% if p E [q, co). 
In both cases I[Zllq < Mo I~1% and so 
IIA G(x)llq _< Mo If~l ~. (2.6) 
Thus, (2.5), (2.6), and Aj --* :k imply that there exists j l  e {j0, j0 + 1, . . .  } with 
1 
IlXj G(xj)llq <- Mo I~1 ~ ÷ 3' for j > ja, 
Thus, Aj G(x j )  E Q for j sufficiently large so (1.2) is satisfied. Theorem 1.1 (with C = ~ (G(Q))  
(note C is a weakly compact subset of Lq(f~) by the Krein Smulian Theorem)) now guarantees 
that there exists u E Q with u = G(u). The function y(t) = ¢- l (u ) ( t ) ,  t e f~ is a strong solution 
to (1.1). II 
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